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Abstract: Adult listeners were presented with /hVd/ syllables spoken
by boys and girls ranging from 5 to 18 years of age. Half of the listeners
were informed of the sex of the speaker; the other half were not. Results
indicate that veridical age in children can be predicted accurately based
on the acoustic characteristics of the talker’s voice and that listener
behavior is highly predictable on the basis of speech acoustics.
Furthermore, listeners appear to incorporate assumptions about talker
sex into their estimates of talker age, even when information about the
talker’s sex is not explicitly provided for them.
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1. Introduction

When attending to a recording of an unfamiliar voice, listeners form an immediate
impression of the speaker’s sex, age, and physical size, along with other personal
attributes collectively referred to as indexical properties (Abercrombie, 1967). Several
studies have found that listeners can estimate the age of the speaker with varying
degrees of success depending on the speech material, the characteristics of the speech
sample, and the task [for reviews see Linville (2001) and Sch€otz (2007)].

The perception of age in children’s voices is particularly interesting because
age-related changes in the voice throughout childhood are correlated with substantial
changes in physical size (Kuczmarski et al., 2002). Further, there can be a substantial
variation in growth rates of individual components of the vocal tract (Vorperian et al.,
2009), resulting in a substantial variation in vocal tract geometries for children of a
given age, and for a single child at different ages. Despite this, some general statements
about the characteristics of children’s voices can be made. First, children’s vocal tracts
are shorter than those of adults, leading to higher formant frequencies, and their laryn-
ges are smaller, resulting in a higher average fundamental frequency (f0). Furthermore,
there are age-related decreases in f0 and formant frequencies, though these changes are
larger in boys compared to girls. This leads to age-dependent variation in speech
acoustics as a function of sex (Lee et al., 1999; Perry et al., 2001). Finally, vowel dura-
tion also shows systematic decreases with age in children, though this pattern is
roughly the same for males and females (Lee et al., 1999; Harnsberger et al., 2006;
Assmann et al., 2013). These properties contribute to the perception of phonetic con-
trasts but are also linked to the age, sex, and size of the speaker.

Although there have been many studies investigating the correlations between
age and speech acoustics in children, the literature on the perception of vocal age in
children is relatively sparse, with most studies focused on the perceived age of adults
rather than child talkers. Amir et al. (2012) investigated the perception of age in a
sample of speech recorded from 120 children, including boys and girls from six age
groups between 8 and 18 yrs. They found better than chance accuracy for age classifi-
cation (perceived age within 62 yrs of chronological age), with more accurate
responses for full sentences compared to isolated vowels. However, they did not relate
perceptual judgments to acoustic properties.

The present study focuses on investigating the acoustic correlates of perceived
age in children’s voices. Given that age-related changes in f0 and formant frequencies
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follow different trajectories in males and females, we examine whether knowledge of
the sex of the talker influences listeners’ judgments of their age.

2. Methods

2.1 Subjects

The listeners were 24 undergraduate students at the University of Texas at Dallas who
received experimental credits for their participation. All were native speakers of
American English with normal hearing as determined by pure-tone screening at 500,
750, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. Half were informed about the sex of the speaker on
each trial prior to responding; the other half were not.

2.2 Stimuli

The stimuli were 420 recorded syllables drawn from a children’s speech database
(Assmann et al., 2008). Five boys and five girls were included at each age level
between 5 and 18 yrs, for a total of 140 talkers. Each talker contributed three syllables:
/hid/ (“heed”), /hAd/ (“hod”), and /hud/ (“who’d”).

2.3 Procedure

Stimuli were presented monaurally to the right ear via headphones at an average level
of 68 dB sound pressure level (A-weighting) using Tucker-Davis System 3 and RP2.1
hardware (Tucker Davis Technologies, Inc., Alachua, FL). Each listener heard a differ-
ent random sequence of the 420 stimuli. They adjusted a graphical slider on the com-
puter screen to register their estimate of the speaker’s age. Prior to the experiment, 24
familiarization trials (using stimuli similar to but distinct from those in the experiment)
were presented with feedback. The experiment was self-paced and lasted about 50 min,
with an optional break at the midpoint.

2.4 Description of models to be considered

A summary of the seven models being considered is presented in Table 1. All models
predict age (either veridical or perceived) using three continuous predictors related to
speech acoustics: talker geometric-mean formant frequency (GMFF) for the lowest
three formants; the natural logarithm of the mean f0 averaged across the voiced por-
tion of the syllable (G0); and average syllable duration. In addition, a subset of models
contain a dummy variable indicating talker sex (0¼ female, 1¼male), and the interac-
tion between this predictor and the three acoustic predictors.

All formant measurements were derived from 50-ms frames sampled at the
20% point in the vowel. Acoustic measurements were averaged across all three sylla-
bles for each voice, as were age estimates provided by listeners. GMFF and G0 are
expressed in natural log-transformed Hertz (log-Hz), while duration was expressed in
tenths of seconds, in order to keep the time and frequency units of roughly equal
magnitude.

Models predicting veridical age from acoustics (A, D) were fit using ordinary
least-squares regression. Models predicting perceived age from acoustics (B, C, E, F)
were fit using mixed-effects models using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2014) in R (R
Core Team, 2016). All mixed-effects models included random effects for talker and lis-
tener, and random slopes for duration, G0, and GMFF. The significance of fixed-
effect predictors was assessed using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2015).
Model predictions provided for the mixed-effects models (Table 2) were calculated
using only fixed effects.

Table 1. Summary of models to be considered. Models incorporating talker-sex information included interac-
tions between acoustic predictors and talker-sex.

Model Dependent Variable

Talker-Sex Information

Acoustic PredictorsAvailable to Listeners Available to Model

A Veridical Age N/A No Duration, G0, GMFF
B Perceived Age Yes No Duration, G0, GMFF
C Perceived Age No No Duration, G0, GMFF
D Veridical Age N/A Yes Duration, G0, GMFF
E Perceived Age Yes Yes Duration, G0, GMFF
F Perceived Age No Yes Duration, G0, GMFF
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3. Results

3.1 Relationship between veridical age and speech acoustics

As seen in Fig. 1, there were significant negative correlations between veridical age and
G0 (r¼�0.62, p< 0.001, N¼ 140), GMFF (r¼�0.75, p< 0.001, N¼ 140), and dura-
tion (r¼�0.42, p< 0.001, N¼ 140). There was a strong positive correlation between
G0 and GMFF (r¼ 0.86, p< 0.001, N¼ 140), and moderate positive correlations
between G0 and duration (r¼ 0.32, p< 0.001, N¼ 140), and GMFF and duration
(r¼ 0.30, p< 0.001, N¼ 140).

3.2 Modeling veridical age from speech acoustics

The first column in Fig. 2 compares age predictions made by the acoustic models
trained on veridical talker age. The coefficients for these models (A, D, Table 2) repre-
sent the optimal use of acoustic cues for estimating the ages of the talkers in the exper-
iment, given the data and the structure of the model. Duration and GMFF were signif-
icant predictors of age in both of these models, while neither model has a significant
effect for G0.

Model D, which includes talker-sex information, is substantially more accurate
in predicting veridical age than model A, which does not (1.68 vs 2.03 residual mean
absolute error, MAE). The primary difference between models A and D is in the main
effect for talker sex and the sex�GMFF interaction. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a),
males have a lower GMFF at every age, and a larger change in GMFF as a function
of age. The sex-related terms in model D allow age to relate to GMFF in a sex-
dependent manner. This results in a more accurate age estimation for both sexes, indi-
cating that optimal prediction of children’s age from speech acoustics will likely
involve the consideration of talker sex.

3.3 Modeling perceived age from speech acoustics when talker sex is known

The second column in Fig. 2 compares age estimates when talker sex was known to
listeners (models B, E), to the predictions made by models trained on these esti-
mates. Three results indicate that listeners are using talker-sex information when

Table 2. Coefficient estimates for the different models outlined in Table 1. Models A and D predict veridical
age, the remaining models predict perceived age. Asterisks indicate significant predictors at a p< 0.05 threshold.
Residual MAE is the dependent variable for each model. Predictive MAE refers to the error in predicting veridi-
cal age using each model, and Listener MAE indicates average age estimation error across all talkers and listen-
ers in each condition.

Predictors

Model Dur G0 GMFF Male Dur�Male G0�Male GMFF�Male
Residual

MAE
Predictive

MAE
Listener
MAE

(A) 21.65* 1.82 233.5* — — — — 2.03 — —
(B) 21.19* �0.70 224.8* — — — — 1.6 2.07 1.79
(C) 21.20* �0.72 226.2* — — — — 1.43 2.04 1.8
(D) 21.10* �1.58 235.2* 1.59* �0.21 0.72 29.81* 1.68 — —
(E) 20.73* 24.06* 226.1* 1.38* �0.13 �0.51 26.75* 1.27 1.8 1.79
(F) 20.91* 22.92* 227.1* 0.84* 0.01 �0.39 25.11* 1.3 1.82 1.8

Fig. 1. (a) Mean GMFF as a function of age for males (dashed line) and females (solid line); (b) geometric-
mean fundamental frequency (G0) as a function of age for males (dashed line) and females (solid line); (c) mean
duration as a function of age for males (dashed line) and females (solid line). Error bars indicate one standard
deviation across talkers. There were five talkers at each age for each sex.
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estimating talker age. First, model E includes a significant effect for talker sex, and
a significant talker sex�GMFF interaction. Second, the residual MAE for the pre-
diction of perceived age is substantially smaller for the model that includes talker
sex (1.27, model E) as compared to the model that does not (1.60, model B). Third,
we may consider predictive MAE, which is accuracy in the prediction of veridical
age using a model trained on perceived age. This measure essentially treats models
as artificial listeners that estimate talker age based on speech acoustics. As seen in
Table 2, the predictive MAE for model B (2.07) is larger than the MAE for the
group of listeners who were given talker-sex information (1.79). However, the predic-
tive MAE of model E is quite close (1.80). Taken together, the above offers strong
evidence that listeners use talker-sex information when estimating the age of children
from speech acoustics.

The coefficient pattern for model E is broadly similar to the optimal use of
these cues for the dataset (model D), save for two noteworthy differences. First, the
effects for GMFF are weaker. This may be due to the fact that GMFF is related to
information related to talker vocal-tract length, which must be estimated by the listener
and is not directly present in the acoustic signal. Second, the optimal model trained on
veridical age (D) has no role for G0, while listeners do appear to use this cue.

3.4 Modeling perceived age from speech acoustics when talker sex is not known

The third column in Fig. 2 compares age estimates when talker sex was not known to
listeners (models C, F), to the predictions made by models trained on these estimates.
Although listeners were not explicitly given talker-sex information, the pattern of
results suggest that listeners may have been using perceived talker sex (e.g., as a latent
variable) when assessing the talker’s age.

First, the pattern of coefficient values and significant effects is quite similar for
models E and F, including significant effects for talker sex and a significant
talker sex�GMFF interaction. Furthermore, the model including talker-sex informa-
tion (F) has a smaller residual MAE (1.30) than the model that did not include this
information (C, 1.43). Finally, the predictive MAE of the model including talker-sex
information (F, 1.82) was more similar to the listener MAE (1.80) than the model that
did not include talker-sex information (C, 2.04). In general, the model including talker-
sex information did a better job of explaining and replicating listener behavior than
the model with no sex information, even though listeners were not given explicit infor-
mation about talker sex.

3.5 Errors in age estimates

In order to investigate general trends in error patterns, MAEs were calculated for each
listener, for each combination of talker age and sex. A mixed-design analysis of

Fig. 2. Model predictions of veridical [(a) and (d)] and perceived [(b), (c), (e), and (f)] talker age by each of the
models outlined in Table 1. Panel letters correspond to model letters in Table 1. Thin lines indicate model pre-
dictions (solid for females, broken for males), points indicate observed age estimates (circles for females, crosses
for males). The dotted diagonal line indicates where predictions would match veridical talker age exactly.
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variance was carried out on these errors with talker sex and age as within-subject fac-
tors, and talker-sex information as a between-subject factor. Results show significant
main effects for talker sex [F(1,22)¼ 24, p< 0.001] and age [F(13 286)¼ 24, p< 0.001],
but not for talker-sex information [F(1,22)¼ 0.01, p< 0.001]. Additionally, the age
�talker sex [F(13 286)¼ 57, p< 0.001] and age� talker sex� talker-sex information
interactions [F(13 286)¼ 4.4, p< 0.001] were both significant.

To assess the relative importance of these effects on age-estimation errors, a
regression model was fit to this data, pooled across all listeners. This model sought to
predict the MAE in age estimation for each subject as a function of three categorical
predictors and their interactions: talker age, talker sex, and talker-sex information. A
type III analysis of variance carried out on this model indicates that these factors
explain 55% of the variance in these errors. However, a large majority of this is
explained by talker age (30%) and the talker sex� talker age interaction (21%), whereas
the main effect for talker sex (2.8%) and the talker sex� information � talker age inter-
action (1.6%) explain only a small amount of variance in error patterns. This indicates
that error patterns are dominated by talker age, with sex-specific differences in this pat-
tern, and that explicit information about talker sex did not make listeners more
accurate.

4. Discussion

Results demonstrate that adult listeners are able to estimate age from children’s voices
fairly accurately (MAE¼ 1.8 yrs) when presented with isolated syllables, and that lis-
tener behavior is highly predictable on the basis of speech acoustics. GMFF provides
a more reliable basis for age judgments than G0, while duration makes a relatively
small but significant contribution. Results also indicate that listeners are likely using
talker sex information in their judgments, even when this information is not explicitly
provided. This suggests that listeners are estimating talker sex from speech and using
this information to arrive at more accurate age judgments.

Previous reports indicate that listeners can estimate children’s sex from speech
at a higher than chance level: 65% correct identification for children as young as 4 yrs
old increasing to more than 90% correct for post-pubescent children (Perry et al.,
2001; Amir et al., 2012). Perry et al. (2001) suggest that this is primarily on the basis
of formant frequencies since males have lower formant frequencies than females for
any given age group, whereas f0 does not allow talker sex to be discriminated until
after puberty (as in the data presented in Fig. 1). However, for many pre-pubescent
male age levels, there is a group of older females with broadly similar speech acoustics.
Given this, the reasonably accurate gender estimation for children reported in Perry
et al. (2001) and Amir et al. (2012) suggests that listeners may benefit by taking into
account talker age when estimating the sex of the child.

For example, in our data the mean GMFF for 10-yr old males is quite similar
to that for 15-yr old females (7.54 log Hz, 1881 Hz for both), as is their mean G0 (5.37
and 5.41, respectively, 214 and 224 Hz) meaning sex and age are expected to be ambig-
uous for speakers in these groups. However, the correct age and sex decisions will tend
to be correlated: a talker with these speech acoustics could be a 10-yr old male or a
15-yr old female, but not a 15-yr old male or a 10-yr old female. In this way, when
talker sex and age decisions are made jointly, errors can be reduced by considering the
covariance between talker categories with respect to speech acoustics. As a result, the
perception of sex and age from children’s speech can both benefit from being jointly
estimated from acoustics, and the results presented here suggest that listeners are
engaging in just this sort of behavior.

Additional cues related to the glottal source (e.g., breathiness) which vary
with age and sex (Iseli et al., 2007), may contribute to listener judgments of age
directly, or indirectly by informing sex judgments. Preliminary modeling results did
not reveal significant contributions for such measures in the data set reported here.
However, further research is needed investigating the perception of age and sex from
children’s voices, and the ways that judgments of these talker characteristics may
influence each other, and we are currently pursuing these topics in further
experiments.
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